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DURHAM UNIVERSITY 

SENATE 

22 JUNE 2010 
Present: The Vice-Chancellor and Warden (Professor C F Higgins) (in the Chair), Professor T Allen, 
Professor J S Ashworth, Professor P J Atkins, Professor R A Barton, Professor T J Blackman, Professor G Boys-
Stones, Mrs M Bruce, Professor T P Burt, Professor J M Chamberlain, Professor T A R Clark, Dr P J Collins, 
Professor F E Corrigan, Professor D J Cowling, Ms N Crisp, Professor R Crouch, Professor A C Darnell, Professor 
A Deeks, Professor J W Dumbrell, Professor H M Evans, Professor J S O Evans, Professor A Forster, Professor P 
M Gilmartin, Professor M Goldstein, Professor A Guariglia, Professor S J Hackett, Professor R Hudson, Professor 
A P S Hungin, Professor C J Hutchison, Ms C Hyde Wesson, Professor S D Kunin, Professor R C Michie, Dr A R 
Millard, Professor S Morris, Professor L D Newton, Professor T C B McLeish, Dr S M Rayner, Professor S Regan, 
Dr T I Renstrom, Mrs S C Richardson, Professor J D Rigg, Dr R Song , Professor G Towl, Professor M J Ward, Dr 
M J White, Dr P B Wilson, Professor B M Zon with Mr Mark Richardson (Policy Support Officer), the Academic 
Registrar (Dr M Gilmore) and the Registrar and Secretary (Mrs C B Fowler).  

In attendance: 

Dr Richard D Harrison, Head of Academic Support Office, for all LTC items; Miss Tara Duncan, University 
Environmental Co-ordinator and Mr Dave McCaffrey, Estates and Buildings Engineering Services Manager, for item 
92 (d) on Carbon Management.   

MINUTES 
All documents listed in the Minutes are filed with the official copy of the Minutes 

89  Thanks to Retiring Members 

 The Vice-Chancellor thanked the following who come to the end of their periods of membership of 
Senate before the new academic year: 

Heads of Departments/Schools 
Professor Robert A Barton (Anthropology) 
Professor Tom Allen (Law) 
Professor Michael Goldstein (Mathematical Sciences) 
Professor Lynn Newton (Education) 
Professor Jonathan Rigg (Geography) 
Dr Mark White (Archaeology) 
Professor Philip Williamson (History) 
Professor Bennett Zon (Music) 
 
Student Members 
Miss Natalie Crisp (President DSU) 
Mr Tudor Skinner (PG representative) 
Mr Tom Smith (JCR Representative) 
 
AEA Members  
Dr Peter Collins  
Dr Sam Hillyard  
Dr Jillian Tidmarsh 

90  Minutes 

 Approved:  the minutes of the meeting held on 4 May 2010. 

91  Matters Arising 

 Noted:  there were no matters arising.  

Document S/10/01
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92  Vice-Chancellor’s Business 

 a) Congregation 
 Noted:  from the Vice-Chancellor: that Congregation was a significant part of the academic 

year and that members were asked to encourage colleagues to attend, particularly for those 
ceremonies which students from their departments and colleges are attending. 

 b) Head of Department 
 Agreed:  that the following Board of Studies nomination for the appointment of Head of 

Department, received from UEC, be forwarded to Council for approval: 

 Professor Patrick Hussey:  Biological and Biomedical Sciences for a period of three years 
from the 1 August 2010 (with an expectation of 5 years service) 

 Noted:  the thanks of Senate to Professor Rob Edwards for his contribution to the University 
during his term as Head of the Department of Biological and Biomedical Sciences and 
Senate wished him well for the future. 

 c) Dunelmensis Award (S/09/69) 
 Received:  from the Vice-Chancellor a paper setting out a proposed new annual award with 

the University’s imprimatur that acknowledges the personal, exemplary and sustained 
contributions of an alumnus/a in facilitating the progress of Durham University. 

 Approved:  on the establishment of the Dunelmensis Award in line with the proposal set 
out in Document S/09/69. 

 Approved:  on the recommendation of the Director of Development and Alumni Relations,  
the conferral of the Dunelmensis Award on two individuals as set out in Document S/09/69, 
Attachment I. 

 d) Carbon Management Programme 
 Reported:  from the Dean for Environmental Sustainability and the Vice-Chancellor: 

i) that carbon management was to be a significant part of the Capital Investment 
Framework established by HEFCE, with challenging targets to meet; 

ii) that preliminary milestones set out by HEFCE indicated the need for a significant 
reduction in carbon footprint within the next two to three years; 

iii) that work on behavioural change had already begun through energy champions, but 
heads of departments, houses and divisions would now be asked to take greater 
responsibility. Behavioural change would require strong support from departmental 
heads. 

iv) that the measures being taken should be considered both as steps towards 
environmental sustainability and as measures to ensure that income can be directed 
towards research and education rather than energy costs; 

v) that any measurement or targeting of consumption would take into account specific 
local requirements and constraints and that any benchmarks would be produced 
using appropriate models; 

vi) that better utilisation of space in the University could make a significant contribution 
to reducing consumption. 

 e) General Business 
 Reported:  from the Vice-Chancellor:   

i) that departmental budgets had been agreed by UEC and would now be considered 
by Finance and General Purposes Committee and Council; 
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ii) that all parts of the University needed to work hard over the next couple of years in 
order to maintain the financial position. The Vice-Chancellor would call a meeting for 
all staff following the meeting of Council in July in order to update colleagues on the 
University’s financial position and to give an opportunity for discussion. 

93  Education Strategy (S/09/70) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) a new University Education Strategy. 

 Reported:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): 

a) that the Education Strategy had been the subject of a year long process of thorough 
consultation;  

b) that the core intention of the Education Strategy was to achieve the highest standards in 
research-led education for both undergraduates and postgraduates, linking research 
and education in creative ways. 

 Noted:  in discussion: 

 a) that students would be encouraged to take up foreign languages and that Heads of 
Departments should be sympathetic to students who wish to study languages outside 
their own subject of study.  

 Approved:  on the recommendations of LTC the new University Education Strategy as set out in 
Document S/09/70 and agreed to forward to Council for endorsement. 

94  Student Engagement (S/09/71) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): a report detailing principles for student 
engagement and detailed policy statements based on these principles. 

 Reported:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): 

 a) that the issue of Student Engagement had previously been discussed at the meeting of 
Senate on 2 March 2010 and that the report had been subject to considerable 
consultation;  

b) that students were one of most important resources available to the University; 

c) that the emphasis of the proposals was on the further use of and increased support for 
staff-student consultative committees and ensuring that the available methods of 
obtaining student views were used appropriately. 

 Noted:  in discussion: 

a) that questionnaires should be used as a last rather than first resort. The Chair of Student 
Experience Sub-Committee would approve any questionnaires to students and was 
mandated to challenge whether a questionnaire was the most appropriate method and 
whether the robustness of the methodology applied to the questionnaire; 

b) that the requirements for module evaluation questionnaires (MEQs)were minimum 
requirements but the Head of Department had responsibility for a decision on any 
additional use of MEQs; 

c) that Durham Students’ Union had begun to work with the University to ensure that 
student representatives were better trained in order to improve engagement with the 
University. Students had indicated the importance of representation being followed by 
feedback to the student community on action taken as a result. There was a particular 
need for development of representation of part-time postgraduates and the DSU 
President would work with the Dean of Graduate School to address this; 

d) that students should not serve as secretaries to staff-student consultative committees as 
their role was to be representatives of the student community; 

e) that the report would be modified to include specific mention of the need to permit 
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questionnaires required by external validating agencies and professional bodies. 

Approved:  on the recommendation of LTC the Student Engagement Policy as set out in 
Document S/09/71. 

95  Effective Management of Reading Lists (S/09/72) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education):  a proposal on effective reading list 
management and an appropriate delivery mechanism.  

 Reported:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): 

 a) that a significant proportion of reading lists were not reaching the library in time for 
resources to be made available to students and that this was having a significant impact 
on the student experience; 

b) that the recommendations to address this issue were sensible and proportionate. 

 Noted:  from the Vice-Chancellor: 

 a) that departmental reading lists also needed to be provided to the University Bookshop to 
ensure they were able to provide an appropriate level of service to students. 

 Approved:  on the recommendation of LTC, the Effective Management of Reading Lists as set 
out in Document S/09/72. 

96  Changes to Admissions Process for Undergraduate International Students (S/09/73) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education):  proposed changes to the admissions 
process which will allow the University to meet its targets and to match competitor institutions 
which offer 5-day turnaround times from receipt of application to offer.  

 Reported:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): 

 a) that the changes had been proposed in response to very slow management of 
international applications compared with comparator institutions. The approach of other 
institutions had been considered when developing the proposal; 

b) that the proposed changes had previously been discussed at Faculty Boards, 
Admissions Sub-Committee and LTC. 

 Noted:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): that the Director of the International Office 
would work with Heads of Department to agree the exact admissions threshold and this would be 
monitored by Admissions Sub-Committee. 

 Approved:  on the recommendation of LTC the proposed changes to the admissions process the 
as set out in Document S/09/73. 

97  Revision to the Undergraduate Admissions Strategy – Contextual Data (S/09/73A) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): a proposal to modify the Undergraduate 
Admissions Strategy, to reflect enhancements to the information provided to admissions selectors 
about the educational context of each applicant’s academic achievement.  

 Reported:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): 

 a) that Durham used nine published criteria when considering applications, one of which 
was the context of applicants’ educational achievement. This was important when 
considering multiple applicants who displayed similar levels of academic achievement; 

b) that the GCSE standardisation score (the modifier) would be replaced with an indication 
of whether the school at which the applicant took their GCSEs is performing below the 
national average for GCSE performance; 

c) that all contextual information would be given equal prominence and listed 
alphabetically; 
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d) that the intention of the proposed changes was to encourage a more holistic approach to 
admissions.  

 Noted:  in discussion: 

 a) that the average performance used would be the national average as published by the 
Government, thought to be a mean; 

b) that, although indicating above or below average school performance provided less 
granularity in the information, admissions selectors were able to find further detail about 
particular schools from public data. Only 13% of students fell into the category of 
attending below average schools suggesting that granularity may not be necessary; 

c) that there was currently no oversight of those approached by the Director of Sport in 
relation to scholarships. In future the Director of Sport would be asked to log all contact 
made with potential applicants and Admissions Sub-Committee would receive a report; 

d) that currently the Director of Sport liaised with individual admissions selectors. This 
would be replaced by a more transparent process of reporting excellence in sport, music 
and the arts through the Admissions Office for inclusion on the Durham Decision Sheet. 
This would be reviewed annually by Admissions Sub-Committee; 

e) that work was underway to ensure that the change in the Undergraduate Admissions 
Strategy would be communicated to schools and colleges and other University partners. 
Around 200 schools would be contacted to update them on Durham’s use of contextual 
data and to provide information relating to  the Vice-Chancellor’s Scholarships and other 
schemes; 

f) that admissions selectors who had already been trained had been informed of the 
proposed changes and that Heads of Department should ensure they are aware that 
they had now been approved. 

 Approved:  following the endorsement of UEC, the proposed changes to the Undergraduate 
Admissions Strategy as set out in Document S/09/73a. 

98  Departmental Reviews (S/09/74) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research):  a proposal on a revised process for the 
periodic review of academic departments/schools, which considers both research and educational 
provision.  

 Reported:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research): 

 a) that the proposal represented the first holistic approach to departmental review; 

b) that there had been a thorough consultation process before the proposal had been 
brought to Senate for consideration; 

c) that the first reviews would be in 2011/12 in order to allow for thorough preparation; 

d) that the departmental reviews were not a replacement or duplication of the annual 
planning process but an occasional root and branch review, which would feed into the 
planning process. 

 Noted:  in discussion: 

 a) that the requirements of the independent external reviewer should be amended such 
that they may not have been employed by the University in any role within the past 5 
years, rather than specifically excluding former members of staff of the department 
being reviewed; 

b) that the timeline for the review may need to be adapted to allow for particular 
circumstances. The proposal would be amended so that in exceptional circumstances 
the review could be conducted over a period longer than the two days indicated; 
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c) that the indicative schedule was intended for guidance and that an initial meeting with 
departmental leaders would be included. 

 Approved:  following endorsement by UEC, the proposed revised process for the periodic review 
of academic departments/schools as set out in Document S/09/74. 

99  Action Plans 2010/11 for Education Strategy (S/09/75) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education): an action plan for 2010/11 to support the 
Education Strategy.  

 Noted:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) in response to a question: that it was intentional 
that there was no separate reference to Queen’s Campus as the Education Strategy applied 
equally across the whole University. 

100  Action Plans 2010/11 for Research Strategy (S/09/76) 

 Received:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research):  an action plan for 2010/11 to support the 
Research Strategy. 

101  Deputy Warden and PVC(Education) Role Descriptions (S/09/77) 

 Received:  from the Vice-Chancellor: an updated role description for the Deputy Warden and 
consequential minor amendment to the role description for the PVC (Education). 

 Reported:  from the Vice-Chancellor: 

 a) that the changes were proposed in the context of reviewing college governance in 
relation to the roles of College Councils, the Deputy Warden and the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor (Education); 

b) that Heads of House were line-managed by the Deputy-Warden and not by their 
respective College Council. 

 Noted:  in discussion: 

 a) the need for minor amendments to the description of the Deputy Warden; 

b) that the relationship between the Deputy Warden and Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) 
was analogous to the relationship between the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) and the 
Pro-Vice-Chancellors (Head of Faculty). The Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) had no 
line-management responsibility for the Deputy Warden and the Pro-Vice-Chancellor 
(Education) role description would be amended to avoid this impression. 

 Recommended:  to Council for approval the updated role descriptions for the Deputy Warden 
and the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) as outlined in Document S/09/77, subject to minor 
textual amendments. 

102  Appeal Under Statute 39 

 i) Reported:  from the Registrar and Secretary:  the receipt on 11 April 2010 of an appeal 
against redundancy under Statute 39 and that a hearing to determine this appeal is needed 
under Statute 39 Part V;  

ii) Approved:  delegated authority to the Vice-Chancellor to act on behalf of Senate to 
nominate a member of the academic staff to serve with the Appointed Person to hear and 
determine the appeal should this be required; 

iii) Approved:  delegated authority to the Vice-Chancellor to act on behalf of Senate to 
nominate a member of the academic staff to serve with the Appointed Person to hear and 
determine any other cases received prior to approval of the revised Statute 39 by the Privy 
Council, should this be required. 

103  Learning and Teaching Committee:  Meeting on 19 May 2010  (S/09/78) 
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 Received:  the minutes of the LTC meeting on 19 May 2010. 
 Approved:  on the recommendation of LTC and agreed to recommend to Council where 

appropriate: 

a) revisions to the University Code of Practice on Research Degrees as set out in 
Attachment II to Document S/09/78; 

b) the recommendations from the evaluation of the Durham Award 2009/10 as set out in 
Attachment III to Document S/09/78;  

c) revisions to the terms of reference for LTC (to become Education Committee) and its 
sub-committees, noting the consequential changes to Standing Orders, and the 
additional recommendation that the terms of reference for Student Experience Sub-
Committee be revised to include oversight of the Good Campus Relations Agenda as 
set out in Attachment IV to Document S/09/78;  

d) minor amendments to General Regulations IV Discipline, VI Suspension and VII 
Academic Appeals as set out in Attachment V to Document S/09/78; 

e) the amendment to the timescale for the completion of the investigation into a formal 
complaint from five to six weeks as set out in Attachment V to Document S/09/78;  

f) a revision to the start date for Easter Term 2011 by one day to Tuesday 26 April 2011 as 
set out in Attachment VI to Document S/09/78, noting that the Academic Registrar was 
considering the appropriate way to proceed with the scheduling of terms; 

g) revisions to the appointment of taught and research examiners as set out in Attachment 
VII to Document S/09/78. 

 Noted:  the Committee’s discussion of the matters set out in Document S/09/78. 

104  Research Committee:  13 May 2010  (S/09/79) 

 Received:  a report of the Research Committee meeting on 13 May 2010. 

Reported:  from the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research): 

a) that there were steps which could be taken immediately to improve the quality and 
timeliness of research profiles in advance of any root and branch review; 

b) that preparation for the REF should continue and that colleagues would be updated as 
soon as more information was available; 

c) that Durham was ideally suited to respond to national research calls without changing 
the direction of travel of research groups, and such applications were strongly 
encouraged. 

Noted:  by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research) in discussion: 

 a) that the total value of research grant and contract awards won this year to date was 
lower than the previous year due to a particular spike in the previous year from the 
winning of a number of very large grants. The University was roughly on target to meet 
its plan for total grant income but could do better. Month by month figures would in 
future be reported to Faculty Boards by the Deputy Head of Faculty (Research); 

b) that it was important to diversify the pool of people applying for very large grants, and 
that this be facilitated by the management structure of large grants allowing for 
researchers to gain experience which they could use to support applications where they 
are the PI; 

c) that there were issues related to grant income identified within particular faculties and 
departments to which Research Committee gave consideration and the Pro-Vice-
Chancellors (Head of Faculty) would reflect upon these; 

d) that data were being collected by the Research Office in order to feed into Faculty and 
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Departmental consideration; 

e) that there was both untapped potential and untapped capacity for further development in 
grant winning. 

 Noted:  the Committee’s discussion of the matters set out in Document S/09/79. 

105  Academic Progression Committee:  27 May 2010 (S/09/80) 

 Received:  

a) a report of academic promotions to Chairs, Readerships and Senior Lectureships 
agreed under delegated authority from Senate and Council by the Academic 
Progression Committee at its meeting on 27 May 2010; 

b) revised criteria and processes for the award of honorary titles. 

 Reported:  from the Vice-Chancellor: 

 a) formal thanks to members of Academic Progression Committee for their contributions to 
the process of consideration of applicants for promotion and their work on process 
improvements; 

b) congratulations to those who had been promoted; 

c) that it was important for Heads of Department to continue to offer guidance to those 
considering applying for promotion to ensure that applications are appropriate; 

d) that review of Honorary Titles arose from the need to consider the requirements for their 
conferral upon those senior figures in various fields who did not meet the academic 
requirements of the title but who could make significant contributions to the University; 

e) that the intention of the review of Honorary Titles was to simplify both process and 
nomenclature in order to provide greater clarity. 

 Noted:  in discussion: 

 a) that Academic Progression Committee would consider and report to Senate on the most 
appropriate means of providing titles for those who are employed by the University but 
do not meet the current criteria for academic titles; 

b) that the Honorary and Visiting Fellow title would be used without distinguishing between 
Research Fellows and Teaching Fellows;  

c) that existing titles would be reconsidered when they were due for re-conferral; 

d) that the specific case of the Honorary Clinical titles would be considered separately and 
reported to Senate. 

 Approved:  following endorsement by Academic Progression Committee the proposed revised 
criteria and processes for the award of honorary titles as set out in Document S/09/80 subject to 
the noted amendments. 

 Secretary’s note: There would be a period of transition to the new process for Honorary and Visiting Titles. Heads of 
Department would receive information relating to the transition following the meeting. 

106  Nominations Committee: 11 June 2010  (S/09/81) 

 Received:  a report of the Nominations Committee meeting on 11 June 2010. 
 Approved:  and agreed to recommend to Council where appropriate: 

a) the membership of Senate Committees and Joint Senate and Council Committees for 
2010/11 as highlighted in Attachment I to Document S/09/81; 

b) that chairs of relevant committees should be encouraged to offer appropriate induction 
for new members to their committee. 
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 Agreed:  that delegated authority be given to the Vice-Chancellor to act on behalf of Senate in 
respect of those appointments where suggestions were still awaited or where vacancies might 
arise as a result of the inability of members of staff to serve where indicated.  

107  Ethics Advisory Committee: 19 May 2010  (S/09/82) 

 Received:  the minutes of the Ethics Advisory Committee meeting on 19 May 2010. 
 Reported:  from Professor Pali Hungin, Vice-Chair of the Ethics Advisory Committee: 

 a) that assurance reports were not received from the Faculty of Arts and Humanities and 
the Faculty of Social SS&H in time to provide the Annual Assurance Report scheduled 
for this meeting of Senate; 

b) that it was more appropriate for assurance reports to be produced at end of academic 
year and then submitted during Michaelmas term to Senate. 

 Reported:  from the Registrar: that assurance reports had subsequently been received from the 
Faculty of Arts and Humanities and the Faculty of Social Sciences and Health, and the Ethics 
Advisory Committee Annual Assurance Report would therefore be available for the meeting of 
Council on 6 July 2010. 

 Approved:  on the recommendation of EAC and agreed to recommend to Council the 
Committee’s request for a Michaelmas submission of the Ethics Advisory Committee Annual 
Assurance Report in future. 

 Noted:  the Committee’s discussion of the matters indicated in Document S/09/82. 

108  Annual Summary of Business to Senate 2009/10 (S/09/83) 

 Received:  the annual summary of business to Senate in 2009/10. 

 Reported:  from the Vice-Chancellor: 

 a) that there was a notably higher level of absence from meeting of Senate at Queen’s 
Campus and that this was not acceptable; 

b) that as Queen’s Campus was an integral part of the University it was strongly 
recommended that a meeting should be held there each year and that members should 
make every effort to attend. 

 Noted:  in discussion: 

 a) that  DSU Council attendance does not significantly vary when it is held at Queen’s 
Campus; 

b) that the timing of the meeting of Senate the day before departmental planning 
submissions were due to be submitted may have had an impact on attendance and 
efforts would be made to avoid such a clash next year. 

 Agreed:  that Senate should meet at Queen’s Campus once per year. 

109  Vacation Powers 

 Approved:  the proposal that the Vice-Chancellor and Warden or his designated representative 
be authorised to take such action, on behalf of Senate, in relation to matters of a routine or non-
contentious nature as may be necessary during the long vacation. 

 Noted:  that the Chair reserves the right to call an extraordinary meeting of Senate as indicated in 
Senate Standing Orders if this is deemed to be the appropriate course of action. 

110  Action by the Vice-Chancellor 

 Reported:  that the Vice-Chancellor or a Pro-Vice-Chancellor, acting on behalf of Senate and the 
Chairman of Council on behalf of Council where appropriate, have approved the following items of 
business since the last meeting of Senate: 
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 a) Naming of University Buildings 

The Palatine Centre (the component of the Gateway project which will house Student 
Services and the Executive) 

b) Appeal Against Redundancy Under Statute 39 

Under delegated authority (Minute 54b), approved the appointment of Professor Simon 
Hackett as a member of academic staff nominated by Senate to serve with the 
Appointed Person to hear and determine an appeal against redundancy on the 20 or 21 
July 2010. 

111  Honorary and Visiting Titles  (S/09/84) 

 Received:  a report of Honorary and Visiting Titles conferred by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the 
appropriate Faculty, on behalf of Senate. 

112  Appointments and Resignations  (S/09/85) 

 Received:  a list of appointments approved by Appointing Committees or the Pro-Vice-Chancellor 
of the appropriate Faculty under delegated authority from Senate and Council from 13 April 2010 
to 26 June 2010, and resignations in the same period. 

113  Learning and Teaching Committee:  Changes to/Withdrawals of Programmes 2009/10:   

 Reported:  that details of changes to/withdrawals of programmes approved by Learning and 
Teaching Committee under delegated authority from Senate during 2009/10, were available at the 
meeting for consultation by members. 

114  Matters from Council: 18 May 2010 (S/09/86) 

 Received:  a report of matters for the information of Senate members from the Council meeting on 
18 May 2010. 

115  AEA:  Membership of Senate 

 Reported:  that the following have been elected to serve on Senate and the Standing Committee 
of the Academic Electoral Assembly for a period of three years beginning 1 August 2010: 

• Dr Danny Chow (Durham Business School) 
• Dr Matthew Eddy (Department of Philosophy) 
• Dr Marcela Cazzoli-Goeta (School of Modern Languages and Culture) 
• Dr Russell Hill (Department of Anthropology) 
• Professor Ranald Michie (Department of History) 
• Dr Dagou Zeze (School of Engineering and Computing Sciences) 

 
116  University Executive Committee 

 Noted:  that the minutes of meetings of UEC were available for the information of members on the 
University’s website at http://www.dur.ac.uk/committees/uec/ 
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